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SCORE

THROW

SPOT LANDING
TOTAL1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SCORE

THROW

PAIRS DISTANCE/ACCURACY ( 0 - 5 . 5 P O I N T S P E R T H ROW )

TOTAL

Pairs D/A [60 seconds]

Pairs D/A Tie-Breaker:

If there is a tie for first, second or
third place, the tie will be broken by
the following criteria, as necessary:

1) The team with the fewest total
throws.

2) A Face-off round with each team
receiving 30 seconds in which to
score as many points as they can.The
team scoring the most points will be
declared the winner.

3) If the teams are still tied after the
30-second playoff, the playoff will
continue until one team outscores the
other.

Officials will permit the competitors
to rest their dogs as necessary.
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DISC DOG TITLING
Competitors at Skyhoundz Canine Disc Competitions can now earn a variety of competition titles.All
dogs, regardless of age or breeding are eligible to earn Skyhoundz Competition Titles! Competitors pay
only for the titles they earn and wish to formally record via the Skyhoundz Competition Titling System.
Proceeds from the Skyhoundz titling program support the Skyhoundz Canine Disc Championship Series.

As soon as the results for this DiscDogathon Qualifier are posted, competitors can check to see if they
are eligible for a title. Please visit the titling section of the Skyhoundz website or use the following link
for more information:

https://skyhoundz.com/titling/

HYPERFLITE® SKYHOUNDZ® DISCDOGATHON™

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

SIGN UP NUMBER PLACE

COMPETITOR 1 NAME /DOG NAME

COMPETITOR 2 NAME

SCORING 0-10 yards=0 point 30-40 yards=3 points
10-20 yards=1 points 40-50 yards=5 points
20-30 yards=2 points
Catches completed with four paws clearly off the ground receive an additional 1/2 point bonus.
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